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Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED) 
c/o Senior Director, Spectrum Management Operations Branch 
235 Queen Street (6th Floor, East Tower) 
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0H5 
 
e-mail:  ic.spectrumoperations-operationsduspectre.ic@canada.ca  
 
 
Re: Gazette Notice No. DGSO-001-18 — Consultation on License Fees for 

Fixed Point-to-Point Radio Systems – Cogeco Comments 

 
 
 
In accordance with the procedures set out in the above-noted consultation, please 
find attached the comments of Cogeco Communications Inc. (“Cogeco”). 
 
Cogeco thanks ISED for the opportunity to submit comments in this proceeding and 
remain available to answer any questions you may have regarding this submission. 
 
Yours very truly, 
 
 
 
Leonard D. Eichel 
Senior Director, Regulatory Affairs, Telecommunications 
 
c.c.:  Nathalie Dorval, VP Regulatory Affairs and Copyright, Cogeco Inc. 

 Luc Noiseux, Chief Technology and Strategy Officer, Cogeco Inc. 
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Introduction 

1. Cogeco Communications Inc. (“Cogeco”) is pleased to submit these comments 

in accordance with the procedures set out by Innovation, Science and Economic 

Development Canada (ISED) in Consultation on Licence Fees for Fixed Point-to-

Point Radio Systems, DGSO-001-18, published 15 November 2018 (the 

“Consultation Document”).  

2. Cogeco is a diversified communications company headquartered in Montreal, 

Quebec, that provides video, Internet and telephony services through its affiliate 

Cogeco Connexion Inc. to residential and business customers as well as offering 

third party Internet access and transport services to Internet service providers on a 

wholesale basis in Ontario and Quebec.  

3. Cogeco also provides an entire suite of information technology services to its 

business customers through Cogeco Peer 1 (Canada) Inc. Included among the 

services provided by this entity are collocation, network connectivity, hosting and 

cloud services, all of which are supported by 16 data centres, an extensive fibre 

network in Montreal and Toronto, as well as points-of-presence in North America and 

Europe.  

4. As a competitive communications service provider who has invested heavily in 

infrastructure in Canada over many years and one who is making significant 

investments in mobile spectrum, Cogeco strongly supported and continues to 

support the development of a regulatory framework whose objectives are both to 

encourage investment in facilities and to promote competition among facilities-based 

carriers. Cogeco also supports policies which maximize the use of scarce spectrum 

resources in all regions of Canada as well as policies and regulatory measures 

which reduce barriers to entry by broadband service providers. Such a regulatory 

framework and corresponding policies enable ISED to achieve the over-arching 

policy objective of the Spectrum Policy Framework for Canada:  

To maximise the economic and social benefits that Canadians derive 

from the use of the radio frequency spectrum resource. 
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5. In its 16 February 2018 comments in response to the Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 

2022 consultation,1 Cogeco strongly recommended a revision to the licence fee 

model for spectrum used for wireless backhaul facilities.2 Cogeco noted, in 

particular, that “demand for wireless backhaul using licensed spectrum is currently 

being suppressed by the price structure being used by ISED”3 and encouraged ISED 

to complete the review of its capacity-based fee structure announced in the 2014 

Backhaul Decision.4   

6. A revision to the licence fee model for backhaul spectrum was also 

recommended by many other commenters in the Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022 

proceeding. These parties represented a diverse group of interests ranging from 

service providers to industry associations to equipment manufacturers, suggesting a 

strong consensus on the significance of the issue.5  

7. Cogeco believes that the changes to the radio licence fee model for point-to-

point radio systems proposed by ISED will facilitate the roll-out of new networks and 

technologies in all parts of this country and, as a consequence, will enable Canadian 

consumers to benefit from greater choice, lower prices, and innovative and high-

quality communications services.   

8. Cogeco welcomes this initiative by ISED. 

9. The remainder of this submission addresses selected questions posed by ISED 

in the Consultation Document. Cogeco will be interested in reviewing the 

submissions of other interested parties and may provide additional comments in the 

reply phase.  

 

                                                 
1
 Consultation on the Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, Gazette Notice SLPB-006-17, dated 6 October 

2017, modified in Gazette Notice SLPB-010-17, dated 20 December 2017 
2
 Cogeco Comments on Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, par. 59-62. 

3
 Cogeco Comments on Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, par. 59. 

4
 Decisions on Spectrum Utilization Policies and Technical Requirements Related to Backhaul, 

Gazette Notice SMSE-022-14, 3 January 2014, at page 5. 
5
 See, for example, comments filed in the Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022 consultation by the BCBA 

(par. 33-37), CanWISP (p. 13), the CEA (p. 7), Corridor Communications (p. 8), Ericsson (p. 27), the 
RABC (par. 62-65), Rogers Communications (par. 136), Seaside Wireless (p. 10), Shaw 
Communications (par. 93-96), TeraGo (par. 11) and Xplornet (p. 13-14). 
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Q1: ISED invites comments on the proposed consumption-based fee model for 

the radio licence fees under consideration.  

10. As noted by ISED, the current licence fee model is capacity-based 

(Consultation Document, par. 21), which is measured by telephone voice channels 

or the equivalent. Under section 58(c) of the Radiocommunication Regulations, the 

number of telephone channels equivalent to a digitally modulated channel is 

calculated by dividing the modulation bit rate by 64 kbps. In other words, the more 

data transmitted over a given amount of bandwidth, the higher the licence fee to be 

paid by the network operator.  

11. In effect, such an approach penalizes the efficient use of this scarce public 

resource and encourages the use of unlicensed spectrum for backhaul purposes. 

12. ISED proposes to replace the current licence fee model with a consumption-

based model based on four guiding principles: 

 Reward spectral efficiency and encourage innovation 

 Reflect the relative utility of different spectrum bands 

 Be clear and predictable 

 Include a periodic fee adjustment 

13. The proposed licence fee model would consist of two components, namely, a 

consumption factor reflecting the amount of bandwidth licensed to the operator and a 

base rate reflecting the frequency band licensed to the operator (Consultation 

Document, par. 24). 

14. Cogeco supports the proposed licence fee model. 

15. Cogeco considers it appropriate to base the cost of spectrum to an operator on 

the amount of spectrum licensed to that operator, rather than on the particular use of 

that spectrum by that operator. This reflects the fact that it is the assignment of 

spectrum to an operator, and not how efficiently or effectively that operator chooses 

to use that spectrum, that makes it unavailable for use by other operators.  

16. Cogeco also considers that, by reducing the overall fees payable and by giving 

operators a financial incentive to use point-to-point spectrum as efficiently as 
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possible, the proposed licence fee model may encourage some operators to reduce 

their use of unlicensed spectrum for backhaul links.6 Reducing congestion in the 

unlicensed spectrum bands would, in turn, make that spectrum more available for 

other uses such as wireless local area networks. 

17. In particular, Cogeco strongly supports ISED’s first guiding principle that 

operators who use spectrum more efficiently should be rewarded for doing so, not 

penalized. Implementing this guiding principle will, among other things, help to 

ensure this public resource is not wasted, consistent with the policy objective in the 

Spectrum Policy Framework for Canada.  

18. Further, by encouraging operators to use only as much spectrum as needed, 

the application of this guiding principle would also maximize the amount of spectrum 

available for use by other operators. This will be critical given the high demand for 

spectrum for backhaul purposes that is widely expected as site-dense 5G networks 

are rolled out across the country.  

19. Cogeco also supports in principle the objective that the fee for spectrum should 

reflect the relative utility of the spectrum band. Cogeco notes that this objective is 

reflected primarily in the magnitude of the different base rates proposed for the 

various frequency ranges.   

20. However, while ISED outlines why it chose 10.55-19.7 GHz to be the reference 

band (Consultation Document, par. 35) and why lower or higher base rates are 

proposed for higher or lower frequency ranges (Consultation Document, par. 36-37), 

ISED does not identify how it derived the base rates for frequency ranges other than 

the reference band. ISED appears to reference “relative value” as much as “relative 

utility” in its explanation respecting how it set base rates. For greater transparency, 

Cogeco requests that ISED provide more information to the public on those 

considerations and calculations. 

 

                                                 
6
 See also Cogeco Comments in Spectrum Outlook 2018 to 2022, par. 60-61. 
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Q2: ISED invites proposals for a fee escalator that takes into account fee 

predictability for the radio licence fees under consideration.  

21. Operators like Cogeco are making long-term investments in 

telecommunications infrastructure. Once made, these investments become sunk 

costs and can only be recovered over the long term. Regulatory certainty, including 

predictability of licence fees to be paid over the long term, is therefore essential for 

companies to be able to make informed investment decisions in the 

telecommunications sector.  

22. Cogeco notes the requirement in section 17 Service Fees Act to adjust fees in 

each fiscal year by the percentage change in the April All-items Consumer Price 

Index (CPI), except in the circumstances listed in section 16. Cogeco also notes that 

the CPI figure is not the same from year to year, making long-term planning more 

difficult for spectrum licensees. 

23. Cogeco therefore has no objection to ISED’s proposal (Consultation Document, 

par. 52) to use the CPI for the previous year as the fee escalator as an interim 

solution, pending the establishment of an alternative fee escalator. Cogeco looks 

forward to participating in the future consultation to consider an alternative fee 

escalator, one that affords the sector with greater certainty and enhances its ability to 

make significant investment decisions. 

 

Q3: ISED invites comments on the proposals for minimum fees, short-duration 

licence fees and prorated fees. 

24. Cogeco has no objection to ISED’s proposal to set a minimum fee at $70.00 

(Consultation Document, par. 42). This represents an increase of less than 3% from 

the lowest fee that licensees could pay for a single frequency link, per Part II of 

Schedule III of the Radiocommunication Regulations.   

25. Cogeco further agrees with ISED’s proposals regarding short-duration and 

prorated annual licence fees. Basing these fees on the annual fee that would 

otherwise be applicable to the same spectrum and bandwidth while taking into 

account their time-limited use of that spectrum ensures competing operators are 

treated fairly and equitably.  
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Conclusion 

26. Cogeco welcomes ISED’s initiative to revise its licence fee model for spectrum 

used for fixed point-to-point radio systems. Cogeco supports the consumption-based 

model proposed by ISED, as it appropriately reflects the value of that spectrum while 

giving licensees an incentive to use spectrum as efficiently as possible. By reducing 

the fees paid by current spectrum licensees and by maximizing the amount of 

spectrum available to other licensees, ISED will be taking another important step 

towards achieving its overall policy objective of maximizing the economic and social 

benefits that Canadians derive from the use of the radio frequency spectrum 

resource. 

 

*** End of document *** 

 


